Presenters: **David Gross**, Florida Department of Law Enforcement

“The Hidden Crime of Human Trafficking” Human trafficking is a largely hidden crime that has only recently gained the attention of law enforcement, human rights advocates, and policymakers. Research in the field is still in its infancy and has focused almost exclusively on the victims. In addition, law enforcement officials must overcome substantial legal, cultural, and organizational barriers to investigating and prosecuting trafficking cases. This training is designed to assist with the detection, arrest and prosecution of human traffickers.

Presenters: **Federal Bureau of Investigation**

“Homegrown Terrorism: The Emerging Threat From Within” This block of instruction will cover an introduction to terrorism with an additional emphasis on the growing problem of radicalization within the United States.

Presenters: **W. Scott Whitacre** and **Mary Barbee**, Florida Dept. of Corrections

“Recognizing and Managing Symptoms of Mental Illness: A Guide for Corrections and Law Enforcement Professionals”
The training will:
1) List and define symptoms of major mental illnesses

2) Discuss the impact of this in the correctional setting

3) Offering techniques for dealing with this in an effective manner

4) Exploring the critical role of all professionals in knowing about and being able to make necessary mental health referrals

The training is designed for all members of the law enforcement and corrections population, including but not limited to police officers, corrections officers, administrators, probation and parole staff, classification, and others.
Presenter: **Glenn V. Dutton**, Drug Enforcement Administration

“Clandestine Laboratory Awareness” Meth use and labs have been on the rise for the past few years. This session will cover: the history of methamphetamine, trends, purity issues, methods of use, trafficking methods, production of meth, set up and clean up issues and emerging trends. This is a must attend session for anyone who may encounter a meth lab.

Presenters: **Matthew Dunagan** of Attorney General’s Office and **Landon Gibbs** of Purdue Pharma

“Prescription Drug Diversion and Abuse” With all of the recent news articles regarding “pill mills”, this training is very timely. The workshop is intended to educate and inform attendees on the following: overview of Florida drug laws, a review of commonly abused pharmaceuticals, law enforcement access to Florida’s Prescription Drug Monitoring Program. A brief summary of lawful prescribing and the prevention of diversion will also be discussed.

Presenter: **David L. Barkey**, Anti-Defamation League

“Hate Crimes” Building on the Anti-Defamation League's (ADL) expertise in monitoring and exposing the activities of organized hate groups and in crafting legal and legislative responses to hate crimes, ADL has developed a hate crimes training program for law enforcement professionals. ADL training seminars offer instruction on the special nature of hate crime, the legal and constitutional framework in which federal and state hate crime statues operate, and how to properly and effectively perform investigative and enforcement duties in a way that reassures the victims and helps alleviate community tensions and fear.

Presenter: **Janet Calderwood**

“Food: Facts, Fallacies & Function “ With an overwhelming amount of nutrition information at our fingertips, separating facts from fiction can be exhausting. This is a dynamic, interactive presentation that will explore the challenges that consumers experience with every day food choices. *The Dietitian on a Mission*, Janet Calderwood will provide you with relevant and practical dietary guidance to help you make lifelong healthy choices.
Presenters: Cornita Riley, Cindy Boyles and Janice Bradstreet, Orange County Corrections Department

"WOVEN" – “A Dialogue Regarding Women Working in Corrections/Criminal Justice”
This workshop will address one agency’s response to ensuring there remains a focus on ensuring that, women remain relevant in the field of Corrections and other criminal justice arenas. The presenters will share how WOVEN was developed, the purpose/vision, goals and current status.

Presenter: Anthony Scarpati, Hernando County Sheriff’s Office

“Interviewing and interrogation” It’s not what you say, but how you say it. How do you conduct a successful interview, which will lead to a successful conviction? Investigators, detectives, police, probation officers and corrections officers will benefit from learning on how various physiological cues can be construed as interrogative practices, and how to prevent having testimony inadmissible in court. You might even learn a few things to carry over into your personal life.

Presenter: Karen Colon, FCCD State Secretary

“Managing the Professional Organization” THIS WORKSHOP IS REQUIRED FOR ALL INCOMING FCCD CHAPTER PRESIDENTS AND IS STRONGLY SUGGESTED FOR ELECTED CHAPTER OFFICERS.

This workshop is designed to assist incoming Chapter Presidents and officers learn how to effectively manage their new leadership role and to help them strive for and achieve the coveted Chapter Effectiveness Award. You will discuss in detail each criterion for Chapter Effectiveness, as well as share several community service and training ideas. You will discuss the forms and documentation requirements for each chapter and ways to maintain and increase membership. This training is designed to provide an overview of your responsibilities and provide you with resources to help you be an effective leader and a successful chapter.
Presenters: Taylor J. Savage, Charlotte Matthews, Paula Ambrose of the Dept. of Veterans Affairs and Gerard J. Van Der Ham and Tahnee Casanova of the Florida Dept. of Corrections

“Veterans: Inside and Out” This is a unique block of training that will be conducted in two separate sessions. You may attend one or both of the sessions.

Part 1 topics: Overview of Department of Veterans Affairs with a focus on the Veterans Health Administration continuum of care. Speakers from VA and Florida Department of Corrections will provide an overview of programs available for Veterans in state prison as well as eligibility for those programs. Information and rationale regarding focus on Reentry Veterans will be discussed as it pertains to prevention of homelessness, recidivism, and increased health care costs. Session will conclude with a panel of formerly incarcerated Veterans who have various amounts of time post-release.

Part 2 topics: Watch a dynamic autobiographical film by Kyle Hausmann-Stokes, who served in Operation Iraqi Freedom. A discussion on Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and Traumatic Brain Injury will follow. We will discuss Veterans Justice Programs, Veterans Courts, and opportunities for collaboration between criminal justice systems and VA. Lastly, you will hear from a panel of Veterans about the effects of combat, the adjustment process, encounters with law enforcement, and use of VA services. Attendees will leave the event able to identify strengths and challenges common among the Veteran population (especially the justice involved Veteran); have insight into the VA system and knowledge of Veterans Justice Programs; and have an understanding of the advantages of engaging the Veteran in VA services.

Presenter: Christopher Martin, Multijurisdictional Counterdrug Task Force Training

“Current Drug Crisis: Bath Salts” The goal of this course is to present an in-depth look at the new drug trend of "Bath Salts". Learning to recognize the drug, its precursors, and physiological effects, and recognize people under the influence of the drug will assist law enforcement officers to be able to keep themselves and the public safe from the behavior of people under the influence of the drug, and be able to effectively enforce and prosecute the offense. This training session is co-sponsored by the Multijurisdictional Counterdrug Task Force Training (MCTFT)
Presenters: Robert Lovell and Mitch Mann, Database Financial Services, Inc.

“Retirement Strategies for Public Employees in the 21st Century” Database Financial Services, Inc. is a full service company which has assisted in the retirement planning needs of municipal, state, county and federal employees since 1982. Our seminar provides information regarding the Florida Retirement System & New Updates, FRS Investment Plan, 185 Plan, 175 Plan, D.R.O.P. Program and Deferred Compensation.

Presenter: Marcus Perez, UDig Health

“Infectious disease control” The session will detail the study done by the Florida Department of Corrections, tracing the rapid growth of infectious diseases within the correctional environment. This accelerated growth of infectious disease impacts not only the inmate population, but also Corrections Staff and the community at large. The session will show how identification, isolation, treatment and ongoing maintenance of common microorganism transfer routes can dramatically reduce risks associated with infections. Lastly, the session will show the important role and positive impact nanotechnology has on the correctional ecosystem.

Presenters: William Carr, Ann E. Casey of Florida Dept. of Corrections, Steven C. Tomlin of CEC, Tena M. Pate of Florida Parole Commission, Honorable Frank Quesada Circuit Judge, Tamara Starks Palm Beach County Sheriff’s Office

“Reentry efforts at the national, state and local levels: A multi-agency panel discussion” This panel discussion will capture re-entry and transitioning of offenders from a local perspective, a state perspective and a national perspective. The panel consists of a wide variety of criminal justice professionals currently taking many different approaches to ensure offenders are successful in reintegrating back into their communities and thereby, reducing recidivism and victimization.